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Greetings to the members of our Family.

First on, I need to set straight some arguments going on, on if Satan should be
worshiped and so on, so forth. Or if he is a supernatural being and that sort of
deal. Satan is against slavish worship. He does not in any way require you or
need you to worship him, especially in the xian type of worshiping or in the way
the enemy religions preach one should worship 'God'. Yes, Satan is our God and
we are faithful to him. In Satanism words like "Faith", "Worship", "Trust", even
"Obedience" have a totally different meaning than the meaning of the modern
world and these jewish crap they name religions.

Faith in Satanism means, I know, I know by my own experience that Satan does
not leave his people down, therefore I know that I will receive guidance, help and
the rest of things. Receiving in Satanism is different as well. Satan is a real being,
an Extra Terrestrial and he exists flesh and bone. As with any other being, one
has to have manners and be sensible. You get something, you give something.
Satan takes you when you are spiritually little, like a kid, from the time you
dedicate to him and you join the family of Hell. They do things for you and most
people who are with Satan know this. He acts like a Father to us. For instance, I
am working for Satan because I love him as a Father. He is and will always be
my Father. He does not require me or push me to give back to him, but I do
because of appreciation for all he did. And so on and so forth.

The jewish imbecile thoughtform, namely the nazarene, wants slavish worship.
He supposedly loves his cattle but if one sheep misbehaves, he is thrown into
'hell'. Not to mention the empty life this religion gives, the total materialism, the
loss of individuality. It’s complete destruction of the Human Soul and all it ever
produced was problematic, neurotic, hateful, full of complexities, masses of
cattle. This piece of jewish shit gives nothing to his followers but opium pills and
lies. They are by the masses, they cannot heal their pain, all they do from the
time of birth is reduce, reduce and de-evolve. They pile up mistakes and in
ignorance, every year that passes by is more fucked up as one approaches old
age. Many die abandoned and in the best situation they will live simply a 'good'
material purposeless life, only to get dumped in to a mass energy vortex when
dead, or simply wither out in the astral, or get caught in their own paranoia in
regards to hell and get to astral planes of torment. That’s all they do and are, as
they are either tricked on or due to choosing so, ignorant. If any of these
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individuals enjoy their lives or does anything beneficial for Humanity it’s because
they simply, due to subconsciously knowing the Truth, they 'disobey' this piece of
shit they call 'God'.

Most people lack the necessary knowledge to see the Truth with their own eyes.
If our history is full of bloodshed, misguided and horrific individuals, dark ages
and the rest, this ties completely into the enemy religions. Xians and those who
are enemy souls and jews, know their job and all they do is simply lie their ass off
in regards to anything. They are pathological liars and born actors who will play
the nazarene "I am a victim movie" all over, daily, every moment in their lives.
You see the same ideology that burned every sort of science for more than 1200
years, that drowned Humanity in its own blood, caused the greatest ignorance
and destroyed whole generations, preach now that "Jesus is spiritual" or that
"Jesus went in the desert, ate his own shit and he did occult practices". All this
chameleon crap to keep the lie going. Humans are very vulnerable in regards to
religion and the jewish race knows and exploits this. This is for the reason we
used to collectively have a True and Honest Religion back in time, massively and
this was SATANISM. The followers of this lie go as far as to be scientists and lie
about evident facts. They are rotten and have built a rotten system. All they do is
a back and forth in on one hand being who they want and on the other, who the
jewish zombie wants them to be, supposedly.

Seeing the xian religion in friendly light or passive light or "I do not give a fuck
about the war" conditions is not less hypocritical than xianity itself. If they had the
rule and the power over you, you would now be dead and raped meat, a total
slave without any rights whatsoever, living in a dump, destroyed in Soul, in Spirit
and in every aspect of yourself. They curse our creed in every page of the bible,
while they glorify their race of "chosen" jews in every page, in all their litanies,
without fail. If this leaves you in a live and let be attitude, I am almost sorry for
this, but you must be stupid. If xianity's twin, communism, leaves you idle, while it
preaches you will have no home of your own and that you belong to some
individual like a slave, that you will work until you die and sleep like a destroyed
animal over your own feces, leaves you unalarmed, then you need to wake
up...This makes people look STUPID. Stupid because that even bacteria can
understand what’s good for them, while some few here cannot.

IF SOMEONE UNDERSTOOD THE TRUTH OF SATAN, I CAN NEVER BY
HEART BELIEVE THEY DO NOT UNDERSTAND THEY MUST ACT. NOBODY
THAT PLEDGED TO OUR FATHER IS STUPID, FOR THEY HAD THE GUT
AND INTELLIGENCE TO SEE THE TRUTH.

I WANT YOU TO LET THE RAGE SURGE IN YOUR VEINS. THEIR CRIMES OF
CENTURIES NEED TO BE BROUGHT TO LIGHT AND WE NEED TO AVENGE



OUR FATHER, OUR GENTILE BRETHREN AND OURSELVES! BELIEVE NOT
IN THEIR LIES, LET THE MIGHTY POWER OF SATAN SURGE IN YOUR
BEING AND DESTROY THEM. YOU NEED TO AVENGE THOSE BEFORE
YOU, THOSE FIGHTING WITH YOU AND THOSE COMING AFTER YOU.

DO NOT LET THEM TAKE THE BLOOD OF OUR BLOOD AND TURN IT
AGAINST US, DO NOT LET OUR PEOPLE IN IGNORANCE.

This is the time. I urge everyone to spam for half an hour daily until the end of the
month, or for one hour. Do this as a mini project until the end of the month.
Rejoice in the fact you make them quake in terror.

WHAT THEY TRY TO DO WITH MILLIONS UPON MILLIONS, LIES UPON LIES,
YOU CAN DO THOUSANDFOLD WITH YOUR TIME AND SPREADING THE
TRUTH

Satanists must understand - THIS WORLD’S FATE LIES UPON YOUR
SHOULDERS - MAKE OUR FATHER PROUD!

HAIL SATAN!!!!

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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